Virtual Chief Information Security
Officer (vCISO)

Maximize business strategy with Thrive’s Virtual
Chief Information Security Officer (vCISO) services.
As security grows into a true business function, many organizations find that filling the security
program leadership role is challenging and costly. Thrive’s vCISO services fill the gap between
business strategy and security operations.
Thrive’s vCISO services are scalable and economical, providing information security program
development for small to mid-sized businesses. This value-driven model also offers more
traditional, full-service vCISO capabilities for mature organizations with stringent security
regulatory or compliance obligations.

Thrive’s vCISO Provides Security Oversight and Governance
Thrive vCISO experts design, develop, and maintain a customized Information Security
Program that complements your business strategy and risk tolerance. This service offering
leverages ISACA’s Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) Knowledge Domains (and
associated Tasks) and the Center for Internet Security (CIS) framework, as a basis for the types
of activities to be performed by the Thrive vCISO.
With Thrive vCISO services, you will have peace of mind as we assist you in meeting your
regulatory, audit, and compliance obligations, so you can focus more on your core business.

The Thrive Advantage
Information Security Program Management
We work with clients to develop and
maintain an Information Security Program
that complements their business strategy
and risk tolerance.
Trusted Advisor - Coaching and Counsel
Helping our clients reach balanced
conclusions that drive reasonable
Information Security decisions and
measures. Providing clients with clarity
and focus to see through the complexities
and contradictions of today’s Information
Security and threat landscape.
Governance and Compliance Oversight
Ensuring that clients’ Information Security
Programs will meet their regulatory, audit
and compliance obligations.
A Flexible Approach
Customized solutions and
recommendations for clients’ special
Information Security challenges and
concerns.

Thrive vCISO Services Features:


Industry-leading information security program management



Thrive’s vCISO serves as trusted security advisor



Information security governance and compliance oversight



Information security program reviews



Review of existing policies, controls, and security toolsets



IT Management remediation plans



Prioritized improvements for IT Management



Incident response preparedness and annual incident response table-top exercise



Center for Internet Security (CIS) framework implementation

Take the Next Step
To learn more about how Thrive
can help your business, please
visit thrivenextgen.com
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